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Carol Cooper’s debut novel is as good as you might expect from a journalist for the UK’s 
biggest newspaper, by which I mean very good! 

One Night at the Jacaranda takes you on a roller-coaster ride with its characters, from 
laughter to tears and everything in between.  The plot of the novel centres around a group 
of people who meet at a speed dating event, one night at the Jacaranda. 

Carol’s talent lies in drawing you into the lives of each of her characters, whose stories could 
each stand-alone but are skilfully interwoven in a way that keeps you turning the pages and 
guessing the outcome, right until the end.  This is definitely not a predictable story and is all 
the better because of it. 

I don’t want to give too much away here, but the plot offers a bumpy road for a lot of the 
characters, who are facing up to pretty much all that life could potentially throw at someone 
– including death and divorce.  Despite this, the novel is ultimately hopeful and uplifting. 

The storyline draws on Carol’s dual expertise in the fields of journalism and medicine and 
provides a memorable insight into the dating scene for today’s thirty-somethings, with 
characters that stay with you long after the final page. 



If you want an entertaining novel, that makes you think and offers you a gamut of emotions, 
with a truly satisfying ending, then One Night at the Jacaranda should definitely make it on 
to your reading list. 

 

You can buy your copy of Carol’s novel from Amazon now, at the link below: 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/One-Night-Jacaranda-Carol-Cooper/dp/1492803421 

 

Find out more about Carol’s life as a fiction writer and links to her other online 

locations via her blog: 

http://pillsandpillowtalk.com/  
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